Determination of adequate coronary stent expansion using StentBoost, a novel fluoroscopic image processing technique.
We tested the hypothesis that the use of motion-corrected fluoroscopic images results in enhanced coronary stent visualization and improved detection of inadequate stent expansion. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) more accurately detects inadequate stent expansion when compared with coronary angiography. Stent under-expansion is associated with stent restenosis and thrombosis. Developing a technique to improve fluoroscopic-based assessment of stent expansion is desirable. We analyzed measurements of 48 coronary stents implanted in 30 patients using quantitative coronary angiography (QCA), IVUS, and StentBoost (SB), a novel fluoroscopic image processing technique. Correlations of stent diameter between the modalities were determined. Using established IVUS criteria for adequate stent deployment, we assessed the diagnostic test characteristics of SB to detect inadequate stent expansion. Correlations of minimum stent diameter were highest between IVUS and SB (r=0.75; P<0.0001) when compared with QCA and IVUS (r=0.65; P<0.0001), and QCA and SB (r=0.49; P=0.0004). IVUS and SB demonstrated a small difference in minimum stent diameter, 0.043 mm (95% CI: 0.146-0.061 mm). The correlation between IVUS and SB was lower for vessels with intimal calcification (r=0.57; P=0.002) when compared with vessels with deeper calcification (r=0.84; P<0.0001). A SB minimum diameter of <2.5 mm predicted inadequate stent expansion by IVUS with 88% sensitivity, 70% specificity, and a positive likelihood ratio of 2.9. SB had superior correlations for stent expansion measured by IVUS when compared with QCA. A minimum stent diameter by SB measurement<2.5 mm is associated with inadequate stent expansion using IVUS criteria.